
 
 

Stevens Global Leadership Learning Outcomes and Benchmarks 

Outcomes Benchmarks 

 I. Investigate the world beyond their immediate 
environment, deeply engaging in inquiry about 
significant global issues that affect peace  

• Identify issues and frame researchable questions of local, regional, or global 
significance that call for or emerge from investigations.  

• Identify and weigh relevant evidence from primary and secondary documents, 
using a variety of domestic and international sources, media, and languages. 

• Analyze, integrate, and synthesize evidence using knowledge, methods, and 
critical skills to deepen their understanding of and construct coherent responses 
to globally significant issues. 

• Produce an account based on compelling evidence and multiple perspectives 
that exhibits understanding of a global issue and that raises new questions and/ 
or advocates for action.  

II. Recognize, articulate, and explain multiple 
perspectives, aware and respectful of how religious, 
cultural, geopolitical and historical backgrounds 
shape individual viewpoints, including their own 

• Examine the role of place, time, culture, society, and resources in the perspectives 
held by people, groups, and/or schools of thought. 

• Explain how individuals, societies, events, and the development of knowledge are 
influenced by the movement and interaction of ideas, goods, capital, and people. 

• Explore and describe how geopolitical differences, as well as access to 
knowledge, resources, and technology, affect the options, choices, and quality of 
life of people around the world.  

III. Construct and articulate their own unique 
perspectives about how the world works based 
upon sustained inquiry of global issues that affect 
peace 

• Examine multiple perspectives on a given topic. 
• Communicate about aspects of perspectives that they agree and disagree with & 

why. 
• Take a stance, knowing where you are relative to others. 
• Contemplate and formulate unique lens about what makes a just world.  
• Use different frameworks to understand the world. 

IV. Communicate and engage with audiences of 
diverse backgrounds, recognizing and overcoming 
linguistic, ideological, cultural, and geographic 
barriers  

• Identify how diverse audiences may interpret and use the same information in 
different ways and for different purposes and how that affects communication 
and collaboration. 

• Recognize and articulate frameworks (arguments, ideologies, schools of thought 
etc.) and apply them to global contexts and with diverse audiences.   

• Select and use technology and media appropriately to create products, express 
views, and communicate and collaborate with people of diverse backgrounds. 

• Reflect on how communication contributes to or impedes understanding, 
collaboration, negotiation, and diplomacy in an interdependent world. 

V. Take action through networking, collaboration, 
negotiation, and/or compromise, seeing 
themselves as positive, powerful agents for peace 
(locally, regionally, and/or globally) 

•  Identify and create opportunities for personal and collaborative action and civic 
engagement to contribute to sustainable improvements and quality of life. 

• Assess options, plan actions, and engage in civil discourse, considering previous 
approaches, varied perspectives, political viability, and potential consequences. 

• Act, personally and collaboratively, in ways that are creative, ethical, and just to 
contribute to sustainable improvement, and assess the impact of the action. 
  

VI. Cultivate awareness and engage in thoughtful 
reflection to instill an empathetic, peace-building 
mindset 

• Develop a practice to enhance awareness of self and others (mindfulness). 
• Consider/empathize/understand first the situatedness of other people. 
• Consider why groups/individuals feel the way that they do.  
• Understand how the practice of and cultivation of mindfulness, kindness, and 

compassion towards one’s self and others contributes to peace.   

 


